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It's January 1st as I, co-director Kelly, sit down to begin writing this newsletter that's 
been percolating in mind since last fall. It's a new year, a new decade (but perhaps not, 
depending on who you talk to), and finally, we have snow in Northeast Ohio. Crazy 
since it was in the 40's over Christmas. Temperature fluctuations, like it or not, are a 
thing you get used to in this part of the US. They're rough on structures, however, and 
no building shows the devastation of extreme high and low temperatures than our own 
beloved South Main Street School  

 

 

Fluctuating temps, snow, rain etc. can have a devastating effect on an abandoned building 

Not too bad can become... …Not too good 



 

Co-director Don and I have sadly watched as more and more of our beautiful building crumbles under 
the onslaught of changing atmospheric conditions. Seeping rain is warping the floors in the gym and 
on the second floor. Extreme temperature fluctuations because of the lack of electricity inside the 
building are causing the paint to peel in most areas. Unfortunately, Don and I are simply the 
caretakers, not the owners, of South Main Street School. We do the best we can to maintain a certain 
level of safety, but we do not have the legal capacity to fix the roof or turn the electricity back on. 
Returning paranormal teams have found many ways to get power to their equipment during 
investigations at the school, from converters to loads of extra batteries and portable chargers. That's 
all well and good for inanimate objects. However, personal physical comfort also needs to be taken 
into account. That's why, in my opinion, South Main in the deep winter turns into a ghost town.  

 

According to Websters, a ghost town is "a once-flourishing town 
wholly or nearly deserted usually as a result of the exhaustion of 
some natural resource." Our school is not a town, and electricity is 
not necessarily a natural resource. Still, when frigid days arrive and 
we have few visitors, the feel of the school reflects that of a ghost 
town: somber, desolate and lonely.  

While all this sounds very dreary, and maybe even a little depressing, 
Fringe Associates is determined to carry on sharing South Main 
School with other like-minded individuals and alumni as long as we 
can. Furthermore, visiting ghost towns can be quite an adventure! 
Here are three bonafide ghost towns I've visited over the years: 

 

 

 

I wish those paranormal folks were 

here so I could investigate them 

No, No, No...I said ghost towns ! Ghost TOWNS ! 



 

 

Helltown has a creepy backstory that includes radioactive slime and a satanic church. The truth of the 
matter is that the national park service claimed the little town of Boston, OH, to create the Cuyahoga 
Valley National Park. It is a fact that there had been some pollution concerns while transforming a 
local dump. Right now, that area is fenced in and posted with "toxic chemical" signs. The National 
Park Service is continuing its efforts to transform this area into a forest or wetland. It is also true that a 
church with an upside-down cross stood among the abandoned buildings. However, this was the 
architectural style of past churches and had nothing to do with the occult.  

Do I recommend a visit to Helltown? No. Unless you're solely interested in the Cuyahoga Valley 
National Park, which was beautiful. The fact of the matter is all the buildings, including the creepy 
church, were torn down in 2016. There's nothing left of Helltown to see.                                            
You can read my article "No One is Going to Helltown" here. 

 

 

 

https://fringeparanormal.wordpress.com/2019/09/14/on-the-fringe-the-highway-to-helltown/


 

 

 

Moonville was a small mining town in Southern Ohio from the mid-1800s to around the 1940s. A local 
man offered to put a railroad tracks on his land for free to sway more business towards Moonville. 
The tunnel was built through a hill to provide easier access for the railroad. Afterward, the easiest way 
for people in the late 1800s to get from place to place was to walk the tracks. If one is in a tunnel 
walking the tracks and a train just so happens to come through, well, that person is probably out of 
luck. And this bad luck is the core of most of the legends of the Moonville Tunnel. The lion's share of 
paranormal claims consists of spirits from people killed by the railroad, whether that be train operators 
or just random people with lousy timing. The most prominent claim is of seeing a glow of light that is 
allegedly the lantern of "the engineer."  

Do I recommend a visit to the Moonville Tunnel? Absolutely!  Once you get through all the twisty-
turning roads in Zaleski State Park, the tunnel does not disappoint.  While I did not see any 
apparitions, the tunnel itself is just creepy. A few pieces of advice:  

 Don't expect to be alone for a legitimate paranormal investigation, this is a state park, after 
all 

 Make sure you know where you are - there is no cell reception in the dense forest area.  
 Be aware that police patrol this area, and trespassers after dark are not appreciated! 

 

Read my article "My Sweet Synchronicity" for more about Moonville and the Moonville tunnel   

 

 

https://fringeparanormal.wordpress.com/2019/12/30/my-sweet-synchronicity/


 

 

Have you ever seen the movie Silent Hill? Did you know it took its 
inspiration from a real town? Centralia began as a coal mining town 
in mid-eastern Pennsylvania in the mid-1800s. Coal mines kept the 
area prosperous for almost a century. Then, in 1962, the mines 
caught fire. No one is quite sure how, although many believe that the 
blaze started when locals initiated a dump fire to clean up a section 
of town. Several attempts to put out the fires, including flushing out 
the mines with water and rock, but because of the abundance of 
coal and the length and depth of the mines, all the extinguishing 
endeavors have been unsuccessful. The fires caused noxious fumes 
and sinkholes. The roads warped and buckled from the heat. While 
some residents doggedly refused, most citizens of Centralia 
relocated to nearby communities. The Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania owns Centralia now, and the fires are still burning to 
this day. 

I'm not sure how, but I conned my mother and sister on a side-trip to Centralia during summer 
vacation to Hershey back in 2015. "It's going to take us about an hour out of our way, but I'm sure 
Graffiti Highway will be worth it," I promised. I was not wrong.  Like most ghost towns that I've 
experienced, there was no clear-cut way to get into and out of Centralia. Our lone car wandered 
around near-deserted roads and took us past the handful of houses that were still standing. We also 
found the two cemeteries located nearby. And finally, after having to ask for directions because a 
three-quarter-mile stretch of highway covered with brightly colored spray paint is harder to find than 
one would think, we located the embodiment of Centralia's loss: Graffiti Highway. What used to be 
part of Route 61 is now contorted pavement with grooves as deep at 2 feet. And, of course, there is 
the graffiti. Some of it is genuinely artistic drawings, and some of it is crude, high-schoolish genitalia 
depictions. Both made me feel sad for all the city of Centralia had lost. 



 

Would I recommend going to Centralia? Definitely! I read travel reviews that said many people 
encountered kids on ATVs and the like, but when we went there, it was mid-morning on a weekday. 
We encountered two other groups of people who were more of the exploring mind than the 
destructive type. It's also interesting to note that Centralia was a bit lawless in the 1870s when a 
violent group called the Molly McGuires immigrated to that area of Pennsylvania. One could easily 
spend a few hours exploring the area. 

 

Fringe Poll 

 

Kelly ~ My bucket list ghost town is Chernobyl. It looked super creepy when 
Josh Gates visited there on his show Destination Truth. The HBO show 
Chernobyl has intrigued me even more! Realistically, I'm looking for a ghost 
town closer to home to visit. Maybe Utopia, OH. 

 

Andy M ~ I visited Rhyolite in Death Valley California in 2009. It is an 
abandoned mining town in the heart of Death Valley. There are very few 
buildings that remain. It was a scene out of “The Hills Have Eyes”. 125 
degree heat and towering jagged mountains surround the town. Renee and 
are planning a trip back there in the near future. The beautiful mountainous 
desert landscape is like nothing I have ever seen before in my life. 

 

Amy S ~ I am going through this list of ghost towns right now:  
www.OhioGhostTowns.org 

 

 

Don ~ I have two places on my list. One place I recently discovered online is 
Erie street in Brisbee, Arizona. It’s like the residents packed up and left 
during some apocalypse in the 1950s. I’m not sure if my second pick is 
technically a ghost town but Tombstone, Arizona looks like it would be an 
awesome place to visit. This town is rumored to have many haunted spots in 
addition to being a hotbed of Wild West history  

 

https://ohioghosttowns.org/top-10-ghost-towns/?fbclid=IwAR05UU-GNofrBV3pSXlEfqF3XPKIoyUVbqAbBo74-7tWVkqj7JYrcvTFA6s


 

The PrinciPal’s office 

 
reetings former students, alumni, and past and future paranormal 

investigators at the school!  As Kelly mentioned at the beginning of this 
newsletter this is the time of year when the school becomes a bit of a ghost 
town. The spirits at the Haunted South Main School are taking a much needed 
rest to re-energize for the investigators who will be visiting us in the coming 
year. But don’t be fooled, while there are usually no active investigations at the 
school during the winter, things are always going on behind the scenes: 

 

We just updated our booking calendar for the 2020 paranormal investigation season. In addition to 
our available dates for private paranormal investigations we have opened up seven opportunities for 
“Alone” events throughout the year. These are for the lone investigator (and a guest if desired) to 
explore the school at a reduced price 

We are developing some new tools to aid investigators in their quest for evidence during their 
investigations. We’re also keeping an eye on ways to improve the school and enhance the 
experience of visitors and investigators  

There is always something going on or in development. Sometimes we can’t divulge details until a set 
time. Sometimes even we don’t know about something awesome until it happens   

 

If you haven’t already done so visit us on our sites to keep up with what’s new: 

Find the Haunted South Main School on FACEBOOK 

Visit our website at https://hauntedsouthmainschool.wordpress.com 

One more thing before we go….. 

G 

https://hsmbooking.as.me/schedule.php?appointmentType=4151795
https://hsmbooking.as.me/schedule.php?appointmentType=7855760
https://www.facebook.com/HauntedSouthMainSchool/
https://hauntedsouthmainschool.wordpress.com/


 

Show and Tell 

 

 
The top photo shows the South Main cafeteria in 1944 when the school was a hub of activity. 
At that time the walls were bare brick. Students were brought down in shifts by class to have 
lunch. Speaking of ghost towns, the bottom photo shows the cafeteria as it is today. It has a 
strange aura without  all the sharing lunches and laughs. During the last year we’ve had 
numerous reports of sightings of shadow figures in the cafeteria and kitchen next door 

Don and Kelly 

Class is back in session ! 


